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An ASLAV from the 3rd Battalion Royal Australian Regiment Task Group faces out while in Mentoring Team Bravo’s defensive position 
near the town of Sabzal Kalay, Uruzgan Province, Afghanistan. © Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Defence. 



INTRODUCTION

ASPI recently hosted an Army Digitisation Roundtable to continue a conversation with industry, commenced by the 
Australian Army, about the Army’s approach to mission command and C3 (command, control, communications) 
modernisation. The roundtable, which was the first of its type, was a closed-door discussion under the Chatham 
House rule between key stakeholders from the Army, the Department of Defence, academia and industry. This 
report is the authors’ summary of the discussion. 

The Army’s C3 modernisation journey is well underway, and as a consequence key decisions, particularly about 
digitisation, have already been made. While this has brought great benefits, it has also created management and 
operational challenges. This is because many of the decisions, given the timeline and the disjointed nature of the 
overall acquisition process, have been taken in isolation. This piecemeal approach has created a patchwork of 
technologies with a number of unintended consequences that will necessarily limit the choices available to the Army 
in the future. 

The Army has recognised that this isn’t solely a technology issue; if it were, the answer would simply be to spend 
more money. Therefore, it has taken an important symbolic and practical step by shifting its focus from a narrowly 
cast digitisation or technology strategy to a broader, more inclusive approach involving mission command and C3 
modernisation. Thus, the focus of the roundtable was on the systems and management approaches adopted to 
guide modernisation.

The roundtable began by discussing the digitisation journey so far and its implications. The group then discussed 
the way forward and identified a number of modernisation issues which required ongoing attention to ensure 
success. These were then used to frame an initial statement of principles; it’s hoped that a statement of this nature 
will provide a threefold benefit by:

• providing a consistent framework for the design and delivery of future systems and approaches

• building confidence between the key stakeholders in Defence, industry and academia

• creating a more predictable policy environment and accelerating the modernisation process within the Army.



THE JOURNEY SO FAR

The Army’s experience

Working through the challenges on the digital journey 
Early iterations of the Army’s modernisation process began with a single focus on digitisation and a ‘quick win’ 
philosophy; this bottom-up process was exemplified by the provision of new radios through Land 200 Tranche 1.1 
These early stages of development involved technologies that challenged the Army’s traditional processes; without 
strong top-down coordination or Army guidance in the form of an enterprise-level end-state or overall objective for 
the system being designed, implementation was slow. This combined with a lack of system design clarity across 
the organisation, led to confusion. Difficulty in identifying a design authority or authorities and the lack of a prime 
systems integrator to take on a top-down role drove a ‘project by project’ approach that limited the Army’s ability to 
determine or coordinate a system-of-systems acquisition plan over the life of the program. 

There was also a lack of clarity between the roles played by the Army, the Capability Development Group (CDG) 
and the then Defence Materiel Organisation (DMO). In more recent years, while having official responsibility for 
interoperability, Joint Capability Coordination within the Vice Chief of the Defence Force Group is considered to 
have insufficient authority to fulfil this role. In response to these shortcomings Army with CDG and the DMO have 
established a governance board to better co-ordinate the C4I roll-out across the Army. 

Nevertheless the ad hoc approach to date has resulted in multiple projects operating in parallel with little 
consideration of systemic standardisation or C4ISR (command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, 
surveillance and reconnaissance) integration. The result has been an amalgam of systems and capabilities that were 
never designed to operate in concert or as part of a single fighting system. The need to deconflict these programs 
after the fact has impeded the modernisation effort. 

This experience demonstrates that technology architectures are nothing without proper integration strategies, 
effective top-down management and clear technically informed authority.

The Army has taken meaningful steps, such as developing a Modernising Mission Command Implementation Plan,  
to refocus on C3 modernisation in an effort to provide part of the coordination not only for the Army but for Defence 
more broadly.

Driving digital change
There’s natural resistance to change in any organisation, and change is made more difficult in an organisation 
that’s simultaneously seeking to modernise and readying to deploy on operations. Internal resistance was fuelled 
by insufficient training in early iterations of the digitisation process. This was less about specific training at the 
equipment level and more critically about not matching the necessary conceptual work with how the Army intended 

1 Land 200 Tranche 1 commenced in May 2011 and involved the distribution of digital radios and battle management systems 
to the Army, mainly the 7th Brigade (http://www.army.gov.au/Our-future/Projects/Project-LAND-200).
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to fight as part of a joint or coalition force using the advantages that the new technology offered. Simply, there was a 
perception within the Army that there was one C3 environment for war and another for ‘home’.

The shortfalls of the limited ‘just-in-time’ training contributed to negative experiences and a baseline distrust of 
the modernisation process. To simply transplant digital equipment on top of analogue thinking exacerbated the 
situation. This discord was partly psychological but was also amplified by the lack of integration across the new 
systems being introduced. 

Innovation doesn’t just involve improving old methods; rather, it involves creating and testing entirely new ways of 
operating. Poor implementation and a failure to embrace a truly digital approach bred an organisational culture 
that, while seeing the need for modernisation, was sceptical of the process and the solutions on offer. 

International best practice
Despite some challenges, exposure to overseas experience such as participation in the US Army’s Network 
Integration Exercise (NIE) and the Army Warfighting Assessment (AWA) has reaffirmed the value of committing to the 
modernisation process as well as demonstrating that the Army is capable of operating and integrating with the US.

Coalition operations in the Middle East have also shown the Army the benefits of modern communication 
technologies and what it can offer command and control. Examples of real-time surveillance and battlefield 
situational awareness provided by unmanned aerial vehicle footage were highlighted as a strategic value-add. It was 
acknowledged that this level of operational capacity is costly, but the digital advantage seen in theatre and more 
recently during Exercise Hamel reassured the Army of the value of its tailored approach. 

Australian Army soldiers from 7th Brigade Headquarters conduct exercise planning during Exercise Blue Diamond at Gallipoli Barracks, 
Brisbane, from 2 to 13 March 2015. © Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Defence. 
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Industry’s experience

Lack of coherent Army vision
The absence, until only recently, of a clear Army modernisation narrative has adversely affected industry’s ability 
to support the process. There was strong industry consensus that there’s been a lack of ownership by the Army, 
and that the issue of digitisation has remained very much in the hands of ‘others’. This has limited industry access 
to an ‘Army customer’ who is able to articulate a consistent and authoritative vision of the Army’s digital future as 
part of its modernisation program. Equally when necessary the lack of a technically savvy client is also unhelpful 
potentially delaying decisions and increasing the cost to both industry and defence.

Industry firmly believes that a clear understanding of the customer’s business problems and strategic goals is a 
vital ingredient in providing appropriate solutions. As a result, there’s been a disconnect between application-level 
activities and the systems that support them: projects have been criticised by end users not because of technical 
shortcomings but because of insufficient operational coordination.

The acquisition cycle is too long
The acquisition cycle is also posing a challenge to the Army’s aspirations. The complex regulatory frameworks, 
procedures and layers of review boards make acquisitions slow and inflexible. In fact, the process has so much 
inertia that industry is still delivering equipment defined in 2005. There’s a significant period between proposal and 
delivery and little room for adjustments to be made during this long process. Defence acquisition has developed a 
process that effectively applies ‘contractual handcuffs’ to capabilities far too early in the delivery timeline. 

This is at odds with the nature of technological change, which is based on iterative development. Although there 
are provisions for contract change proposals and design reviews, they are insufficient to bridge the gap between 
‘bureaucracy and technology’. The prematurely inflexible acquisition process is seen as unique to Australia in 
comparison to our allies. There’s a contradiction between the evolution of technology and the processes used by 
Defence to acquire technology. The consequence is the risk of constantly delivering product to the end user that is 
out of date, reinforcing the user’s scepticism.



THE ROAD AHEAD

Army’s approach
Army has undertaken considerable work in recent years to better coordinate and manage the modernisation 
process across a number of streams of work.

Top-down direction
Strengthening the Army’s top-down role as capability manager was identified as the most important step 
towards more effective modernisation. Top-down clarity and control are essential for synchronised force 
improvement. There’s increasing value in technically literate senior leaders who can combine their technical 
knowledge with a strong understanding of how the Army intends to fight, so they are able to deliver effective and 
appropriate modernisation. 

This strong and well-framed leadership must be driven by pragmatic intent, supporting standards and realistic 
priorities. The Army must consciously consider and cultivate C4ISR integration from early conceptual design (force 
design) all the way through the acquisition process. As part of this effort, the Army should identify, articulate and 
mandate standards to facilitate interoperability, including clear integration priorities. This requires evaluating 
trade-offs and identifying high-value connectivity both internally between different Army networks and externally 
for joint or coalition interoperability. 

A technically informed Army leadership must also be supported by clear guidance from the Vice Chief of the 
Defence Force (VCDF) on joint interoperability, appropriate and timely acquisition approaches from the Capability 
Acquisition and Sustainment Group (CASG), and from within the Army a strong configuration management process, 
good doctrine, and timely and appropriate training. There’s also a need for a prime systems integrator who is 
empowered to provide the Army with the necessary support in design, acquisition, deployment and operation of 
deployed systems.

The current phase of Defence’s First Principles Review provides an ideal context for considering and implementing 
these inputs to the Army’s modernisation plans. However, even with these changes, the Army will need to continue 
investing in CASG to ensure that its responsibilities as capability manager are reinforced. 

Open architecture
Acquisitions must be approached with integration in mind. This involves creating an open architecture that’s 
designed for change and adaptation. Importantly, this also provides accessibility to third parties who need to 
manage the system without the privileged insights of the original equipment manufacturer. Furthermore, accepting 
new technology without having to replace or update parts of the existing system results in a less expensive upgrade.

However, open architecture isn’t a licence for constant change or an invitation to industry to constantly challenge 
design decisions solely for commercial benefit. Open architecture enables efficiencies to be gained at the point of 
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interface; ideally, when coupled with a simple enterprise architecture (force design), it should offer the opportunity 
to identify where gaps exist, where risks need to be taken and, as a consequence, where competition from industry 
will have the best impact. 

Achieving an open architecture requires investment in dedicated systems integration labs. This research can then 
be used to develop standardisation policies and system-wide best practice to facilitate integration. A truly modular 
system is sustained through the conscious assessment of acquisition options in terms of the openness and ability 
to offer future integration flexibility. This can be achieved through hypothetical test-questions asking how the Army 
could adapt, add to or upgrade a particular capability. Equally, it is complemented by a clear and consistent mission 
command environment within which new capabilities will operate and integrate. This is an ideal opportunity for the 
formal participation of industry and academia.

Capability sets
To best manage modernisation, the Army must understand system interdependencies and the importance of 
coordinating upgrades in a way that supports continued functionality. The Army discovered the problems of 
unsynchronised modernisation through Land 200 Tranche 1. In future, articulating ‘capability sets’ will be central to 
managing incremental modernisation. In effect, this approach bounds a group of technologies or project drops to a 
given time period and recipient force element within the Army.

The Digitisation Board and the Configuration and Control Board then have a critical role in assessing digitisation 
priorities and formally identifying the operational impacts of upgrades or changes in either hardware or software. 
High-level awareness and strategic oversight of different capability sets will produce a smoother digitisation process 
for the Army while offering transparency and predictability for industry. In this regard, overseas experience has also 
reinforced the value of establishing a full-time configuration management team that assures force standardisation 
and interoperability.

Acknowledging the bigger picture
The full benefits of the Army’s modernisation won’t be apparent until a broader supporting infrastructure is 
established. Despite incremental innovations, the Army has largely digitised existing analogue capabilities in 
isolated stovepipes and is not yet able to operate in a distributed manner. Collaboration tools such as chat 
applications, videoconferencing and email are vital to capitalise on the operational value-add of digitisation. 
In addition, there must be improved satellite communication services through the enhancement of the JP2008 
Project and an upgraded deployed local area network (DLAN) with a more sophisticated cyberdefence system. 
This is a long-term process: the Army must work to obtain key enabling technologies while showing organisational 
patience about the time needed to see the fruits of its labour. Maintaining clarity around the force design (enterprise 
architecture) end state will be an important co-ordinating tool in this balancing process. 

Innovate and rationalise
The increasingly challenging landscape within which the Army will be operating requires the modernisation process 
to simultaneously innovate while rationalising existing processes. The Army’s future operating environment is 
likely to be increasingly contested and complex. Urban settings will challenge current fighting models. The future 
adversary is likely to use increasingly nimble and asymmetric approaches to warfare, free of a regulated acquisition 
process. This requires an innovative open-mindedness and a willingness to create new systems rather than just 
improving old approaches. Sophisticated intelligence analysis, red-teaming and simulation will be vital tools in 
adapting to and testing changing circumstances.
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However, retaining operational efficiency in the face of complexity requires streamlining. The proliferation of big 
data and surveillance programs has resulted in chaotic headquarters and increasingly contested electromagnetic 
environments. Previously small, mobile and with small emission signatures, headquarters are now untenably large, 
static and easily found.

The Army needs to adapt its mission command approach and electronic signature management to compensate 
for the ‘white noise’ of digitisation. Running a more agile and tactical headquarters with improved reach-back will 
mitigate the risk of the Army’s network vulnerabilities being exploited in theatre. 

Training and education
It’s essential that the Army continues to acknowledge the overriding importance of staff training and education in 
the modernisation process. Software and equipment are of limited use if operators don’t know how to use them or 
are reluctant to do so. As noted above, some resistance to modernisation remains because of difficulties in early 
iterations of the process. This issue is exacerbated by the increasing paucity of indigenous technical expertise. 
Insufficient understanding of the vulnerabilities and repair requirements for different capabilities is a strategic 
shortcoming that has contributed to a broader lack of baseline technical competence within the Army. 

For the Army to exploit the benefits of modernisation, it must take steps to overcome these problems. The extensive 
time needed to gain technical competence in new capabilities must be recognised and used to inform training 
policy. Operational proficiency should be achieved through an incremental training approach that takes place over 
an extended period in order to avoid an unrealistic jump from legacy to new equipment. In this process, education 
will at times be valued over training.

Australian Army soldier Signaller Moira Walker (left) from 3rd Combat Signal Regiment provides support to Lieutenant Colonel Gavin 
Keating, Commanding Officer, 3rd Battalion, Royal Australian Regiment, during the combined arms training activity at the Townsville 
field training area between 1 and 18 June 2015. © Commonwealth of Australia, Department of Defence.
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Industry’s recommendations

Articulation of the Army’s vision
Identifying key Army leaders responsible for the modernisation process would help guide industry’s development 
work. Greater interest and ownership at the ‘commander level’ would enhance the clarity and direction of the 
Army’s digitisation process. A clear indication of who within the Army is responsible for the modernisation process 
would help to build confidence and inform a more targeted Army–industry dialogue.

Innovative contracting
Adopting a less rigid and more innovative acquisition model would aid the Army’s modernisation efforts. The 
current process is slower to respond than is appropriate for modern technological change. Instead, a more iterative 
process that focuses on evolutionary development would be preferable.

Framing the process as a sustained partnership between industry and government would leave room for a spiral 
upgrade model able to deliver capabilities that aren’t already out of date. Such a process still relies on a  
‘do–learn–do’ attitude and would require the ability to ‘fail’ poor plans early and quickly. Finally, focusing 
competition between companies less on budget and more on their capacity to innovate would be a positive 
contribution to modernisation.

Collaboration and involvement
While acknowledging the efforts made by the Army recently, industry reiterated the need for Army guidance 
and insight in order to provide the most appropriate solutions. Information on the Army’s long-term vision 
for modernisation would help industry forecast research and development projects as well as future funding 
allocations. This can be achieved through more frequent roundtable discussions and unclassified handouts 
that outline updated Army digitisation strategies. A greater understanding of the requirements of the Army’s 
end-user would also help inform industry’s work. Invitations from the Army for the private sector to visit brigade 
environments to help illuminate the operating environment are highly valuable to industry efforts. There’s strategic 
value in augmenting the dialogue between industry and the Army in Australia, which is currently less developed 
than is the case in peer nations.

Obstacles to be managed

Compatibility or capability
In the modernisation effort, there’s an inherent tension between improving the Army’s capabilities and retaining 
force interoperability. Given the three-year reinforcement cycle, technological improvement along one project line 
will create a capability gap across the force. Therefore, the Army’s leadership will be constantly faced with choices 
between the most creative innovations and the coherent operation of the force as a whole. Essentially, this requires 
the prioritisation of either short-term or long-term functionality. At times there’ll be a mix of both, but an overall 
force design (enterprise architecture) will provide the continuity and management framework needed to underpin 
and coordinate modernisation. Nevertheless, the guiding principle seems to be ‘compatibility trumps capability’.
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Cyber threats
As the Army becomes an increasingly networked force, it will confront new challenges. The threat of adversaries 
denying Army network services is as real as ever, so soldiers must continue to be competent in traditional mission 
command methods. Importantly, the risk of dangerous communications disruption is increasing, as demonstrated 
by recent experiences in Ukraine. Therefore, continued investment in a combination of smart cyber defences, 
system redundancies and increased individual and collective skills development remains essential. As with 
integration, cybersecurity must be a consideration at each stage of the acquisition process, not simply after the fact.

Commercial realities
There are industry concerns that the idea of an open architecture, which would facilitate open modification, is 
commercially naive. Intellectual property is the currency of companies and it’s unreasonable to expect it to be 
casually relinquished. On this basis, there was support for the enduring coordinating role of CASG to overcome 
these commercial roadblocks to integration. There was a contradictory notion that the continuing importance of 
company–customer relationships may play a positive role in this issue and facilitate compliance. Navigating the 
tension on this topic will be a central task for the Army, as the capability manager, and CASG. 



CONCLUSION

This roundtable has added another dimension to Army’s modernisation conversation with stakeholders both 
within Defence and outside. Army was right to broaden the discussion from digitisation to C3 modernisation. 
Notwithstanding this change, digitisation will remain a critical enabler. If digitisation isn’t managed well, it has the 
potential to undermine the overall modernisation process and fundamentally weaken the Army’s comparative 
capability. Defence’s acquisition process will continue to evolve but, given government policy constraints, it’s 
unlikely that it will ever be able to respond to the rapidity of the technology cycle.

Therefore, the Army needs to mitigate the technology–approval gap to ensure that change is implemented as 
quickly and effectively as possible. The relationship between the Army, the Defence organisation more generally and 
industry has had a fractious history, but it’s where the greatest potential pay-off can be found. An overemphasis on 
competition for the sake of competition, the unpredictability of processes within Defence, a lack of communication 
between the players, or any combination of the three can significantly weaken the modernisation process.

One way to address these issues is to build confidence between the Army, Defence, industry and academia. A 
statement of principles to help guide the relationship would generate some predictability, which would then enable 
mutual confidence between decision-makers and other stakeholders. The following statement of principles derived 
from the roundtable provides a first step in this process.

1. A system-of-systems approach is fundamental. 
a. Budget constraints, operational demands and changes in government policy can all disrupt any attempt 

at orderly modernisation. A key lesson from the Army’s experience to date is that the defence investment 
plan over coming years will in all likelihood involve disjointed project approvals. As the capability manager, 
the Army needs to understand how individual projects fit into the overall design of the force, where gaps 
will remain and what the priorities for future investment are. A system-of-systems approach built on a force 
design (enterprise architecture) will provide continuity and transparency in processes and decisions. The 
Digitisation Board and Configuration and Control Board will play a critical role in this process.

b. The role of the prime systems integrator should be complemented by the appointment of design authorities 
with explicit responsibility for the whole of the system or easily defined elements of the system.

c. It’s important that the Army’s modernisation vision through its force design (enterprise architecture) is 
coordinated and communicated constantly.

2. Standardisation. Universal standards facilitate integration and interoperability and reduce risk for industry. In 
this context, the following points are relevant:

a. Compatibility trumps capability.

b. Open architecture is an important complement to standardisation, but it isn’t a licence for constant change 
or an invitation to industry to constantly challenge design decisions solely for commercial benefit.

c. Standardisation includes mandated testing and, where possible, mandated standards that are internationally 
recognised and published. However, regardless of what the standards are they should be explained so the 
rationale for the approach is well understood by all.
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3. ‘Do–learn–do’. This fundamental concept has demonstrated its utility in the effective coordination of the Army’s 
modernisation. 

a. The challenge will be to align Defence’s evolving acquisition process as closely to the concept as is practical. 
The acquisition process needs to support the modernisation philosophy, not undermine it by neglect.

b. The principle of iteration requires supporting testbeds, experimentation and research. The development of 
closer relationships with academia has great potential. 

4. Collaboration. Capitalise on the goodwill that’s emerging and continue to foster a formal relationship between 
the Army, industry and academia.

5. Modernisation is more than hardware. Continue to emphasise the non-equipment elements: culture 
and education.
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